Support Area Updates

Academic Accommodation Support
Academic Accommodation Support continues with individual student academic accommodation planning and implementation this semester. We are available, and would be happy to meet with your Department to present on student numbers specific to you, discuss our processes, and address any questions and concerns you and your team may have regarding our work together.

English Language Support
English Language Support provides programs for students who use English as an additional language. Students can book 50-minute individual appointments, either in person or via Skype, to work on their writing, speaking & listening, and presentation skills. Several group sessions are also offered that help participants learn how to use language appropriately in different contexts, and build confidence and fluency in their English language skills.

Graduate Student Support
Graduate Student Support offers in-person and phone appointments, online workshops and videos, a weekly writing group, and two discipline-specific Writing Cafes (LitMod and ComCult). PhD students can join a dissertation retreat and meet with a Dissertation coach.

Join Graduate Write-a-thon on Saturday, April 14, 2018.

Math Support
Math Support continues to offer four types of programming by graduate tutors: drop-in tutoring, online tutoring by appointment, online midterm and exam review as well as course specific group tutoring. Content expertise spans from pure math, statistics, financial math, computer science and programming. View the Winter 2018 schedule.

Study Skills and Transition Support
First year students who wish to sharpen their academic skills are encouraged to register for Academic Edge this Winter, a 5-week study strategy program in which students build core academic competencies that are critical for success.

Students on academic probation can sign up for Get Clear. Students are matched with a trained Peer Academic Coach who will guide them in academic skill-building and motivation throughout the semester.

Supported Learning Groups will run for the following courses: CHY103, CHY113, PCS120, PCS130, MTH131, MTH231, MTH140, MTH240, and SSH105. There will be drop-in Engineering Tutoring for CHY102, PCS211 and PCS125.

Writing Support
Writing Support offers individual appointments, weekly workshops and writing groups. You can also book a digital media appointment. Drop-in appointments run from noon - 3 pm, Monday to Friday. NEW! This winter, we are introducing remote appointments from 9 am - 9 pm, 7 days a week.

Test Centre
The Test Centre administered its highest amount of final exams in Fall 2017. The TC has experienced a 56% increase in the number of final exams since Fall 2014.
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